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Abstract 
 

 
The present paper will explore what  is Batik, the process involved in making of it and particularly  discusses 

about its presence in the regional context of Telangana while giving an overview of its global presence over 

the centuries.  However  the  main  focus  is  on  the  artistic  usage  of  the  fabric  dyeing  technique  by  

artist  Yasala Balaiah and his creations. 

 
The word Batik has become synonymous with this artist. In fact he is popularly known as Batik Balaiah and 

very rightly so. He is perhaps one of the few artists with no formal training in art or artistic background  but 

has single handedly nourished this ancient art form that now only exists in industrial format of fabric dyeing 

but not as an aesthetic art form on its own. It is indeed his ability to move away from tradition and explore the 

medium that has elevated the art form to new heights rather than a mere craft. 
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1. Introduction to the Technique and Historical lineage of Batik Art 
 

 
Batik can be called both an art and a craft form. It is basically a technique of decorating cloth using wax resist 

and dye process that has been in practice for many centuries. 

 

To prepare Batik, selected areas of the cloth are blocked out by brushing or drawing with hot wax over them, 

and then the cloth is dyed. The parts covered in wax resist the dye and retain the original colour. This process 

of waxing and dyeing is repeated to create more and more elaborate and colorful patterns. Once the final 

dyeing is finished, the wax is removed and the cloth is ready for use [1] “Fig.1”. 
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Fig.1 Wax resist process of Batik 

In Indian context, the oldest Batik fabric found is known to be at least 2000 years old, almost no evidences of 

cotton  Batiks have been  found in India before that but frescoes in the Ajanta caves  of 2nd  century A.D depict 

head wraps and garments which could well be recognized as Batiks. 

 

In  countries  like  Java  and  Indonesia,  Batik is part  of  an  ancient tradition.  Some  of  the finest  Batik  

cloth  in present day is still made here. In fact, the word Batik originates from the Javanese word tik and 

means to dot [2] “Fig.2”. 

 
 
Fig.2. Indonesian Batik                                                 Fig.3 Woman making Indonesian Batik 

 
Although there is no evidence of where the art form originated, many primitive cultures around the world such 

as India, Middle East, China, Egypt, Africa and South East Asia seem to have produced exquisite fabrics 

using the technique of natural wax resist. Scholars believe that in Indonesia, the women of the aristocracy 

were part of making Batik and each piece took several months to complete.“Fig.3” 

 

The traditional and modern Batik and the Batik printing technique, motives and the colour used in Batik have 

evolved over the years surpassing several ancient techniques [3]. Hence Batik might have developed parallely 
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in each  region  as  is  evident  from  the  result  in  the  fabric  produced  in  different  parts  of  the  world.    

However historically it is possible that the craft spread from Asia to Malay islands and towards Middle East 

through the trade route. Evidences of Batik in China are found as early as the Sui Dynasty in 7 th  century A.D. 

The fabric used  was silk  and these have also been  found  in  Japan  in  the form  of screens and  are 

attributed  to the Nara period  in  8th   century  A.D.  It  is  probable  that  these  were  made  by  Chinese  

artists.  The  cloths  mostly  depict nature, animals, flute players, hunting scenes and Chinese cliffs [4]  

 

“Fig.4”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Batik Screen, Nara, Japan 

 
Similarly, temple ruins in Java and Bali contain figures with garments that are patterned in a manner 

suggestive of Batik. Only by 1677 there is evidence of export trade, mostly on silk from China to Java, 

Sumatra, Persia and Hindustan.    A few examples of woolen  fabrics have been excavated belonging to the 

5th century A.D which show  white  patterns on  a  blue  ground.  These  were  perhaps  made in  Egypt  or  

Syria.  In  central  Africa  resist dyeing  using  cassava  and  rice  paste  has  existed  for  centuries  in  the  

Yoruba  tribe  of  Southern  Nigeria  and Senegal. 

 

Indonesia,  most  particularly  the  island  of  Java,  is  the  area  where  Batik  has  reached  the  greatest  peak  

of accomplishment. The Dutch brought Indonesian craftsmen to teach the craft to Dutch people in several 

factories in Holland from 1835. The Swiss produced imitation Batik in the early 1940s. A wax block form of 

printing was also developed in Java using a cap. 

 

Until recently, Batik was made only for clothes used for garments, bed sheets, curtains etc. but modern Batik 

is utilized for numerous items, such as wall hangings, paintings, household linen, leather bags, belts and 

scarves with bright patterns. The fascinating beauty of Indonesian Batik lies in the changes in style and motifs 

that have come about through its introduction to many different cultures. The basic Batik of Java, for 
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examples is known as  Batik  kraton,  and  its motifs  are rich  in  Hindu  influence  such  as the revered  

garuda  bird  the  sacred  lotus flower, the dragon naga and the tree of life “Fig. 5”. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Garuda motif in Javanese Batik 

 
Later  on  because  of  Islamic  influence,  Batik  motifs  become  more  geometric  and  botanical,  because  

Islam forbade the depiction of humans or animals [1]. By the early 1900s the Germans had developed mass 

production of Batiks. There are many examples of this form of Batik as well as hand-produced work in many 

parts of the world today. Computerization of Batik techniques is a very recent development that produced 

digital batik prints in the market.  Hence Contemporary Batik is markedly diverse from the more traditional 

and formal styles. For example,  the  artist  may  use  etching,  discharge  dyeing,  stencils,  different  tools  for  

waxing  and  dyeing,  wax recipes with different resist values and work with silk, cotton, wool, leather, paper 

or even wood and ceramics and the design patterns are more fluid, geometric or floral. Batik is historically the 

most expressive and subtle of the resist methods. The ever widening range of techniques available offers the 

artist the opportunity to explore a unique process in a stimulating way. 

2. Colours in Batik : 
 

Traditionally only natural  colours  were  used  for  dyeing  Batik, however  in  present  day synthetic colours  

are widely used. Red and brown are the traditionally used colours and dying clothes with monochrome blue or 

red pattern are the simplest known forms of Batik. However, to make polychrome Batik is to be brown or red 

and blue, red is the first colour to be applied  soga keokan procedures according to the region  pekalosngn 

method painted on technique was introduced from India but was replaced by the ret waxing and over dying 

process to produce many [5]. 

3. Identification of Batik: 
 

Accidental  web-like lines occur  whenever  the smooth  surface of the wax  is broken, thus allowing the dye 

to enter  the  cloth.  However,  crackle  effects,  although  used  a  great  deal,  should  not  be  thought  as  

uniform  or automatic. A deliberate attempt is made crushing or folding of the cloth before immersion in the 
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dye bath that will result in crackle formation. The effect is unique character of Batik and remains as its 

identification [6]. 

 
4. Y. Balaiah and his Batik Compositions 
 

 
Batik Balaiah, known be one of the only few practicing Batik artists in India has created his own Batik 

“Kalam” 
 

(pen) with years of experience. 
 

 
Y. Balaiah graduated in Public Administration and worked as a Government teacher, although his first love 

had always been Art. With great enthusiasm to learn art, he travelled to Hyderabad from his native village, 

Siddipet to learn and understand art. During one of his sojourns to Hyderabad, he happened to visit a Batik 

exhibition organised  by Padmashri Jagdish  Mittal at Kala  Bhavan  in the city and  was captivated with  the 

beauty of the Batik  technique.  Immediately,  he  expressed  his  interest  in  learning  the  same  with  well  

known  artist  from Siddipet  and  his  art  mentor,  K.Rajaiah  who  also  leaned  towards  contemporising  the  

folk  idiom  through  his paintings and hence inspired him to learn from traditional arts [7]. 

 
Eventually with the encouragement given by local artists who worked with fabric and intricacies of Batik 

taught by eminent artists like Vidya Bhushan and K. Laxma Goud, Y.Balaiah started his experiments in 

learning the dyeing methods and soon excelled in it. Making Siddipet his base, he continued to produce 

innumerable pieces of art on fabric. 

 
Later  on  he also received  support  of  the A.P  Handicraft  Development  Corporation  and  Lepakshi  

Emporium, where his artworks were displayed and sold meeting the huge demand for local batik. 

 
In India, there are very few places that still produce batik fabric such as Kolkata, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh 

and even fewer artists who use batik for making art works. Some of them are Damodar Gajjar, Shatrughan 

Thakur, Nidhi Khurana and Y. Balaiah and his son, Y. Prakash “Fig. 6,7”. 

 
 

Fig.6  Damodar Gajjar, Batik Painting 
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Fig.7  Shatrughan Thakur, Compositions in tye and dye and Batik 

 
Batik has seen a tremendous transformation in terms of its cultural dialect in the paintings of Balaiah. Batik as 

a craft  or  fabric  art  is  about  depicting  its  visual  appeal  in  design  on  cloth   as  a  decorative  element  

used  for fashion, whereas the only difference what could be explained about Yasala Balaiah is is that he has 

taken Batik to a higher niche by creating expressive art works that  carve a cultural space depicting rural life 

and intricacies of it.       . 

 
His creations are very much rustic in nature creating village atmospheres that come alive from his 

surroundings and nostalgia. The traditional attires of women  and men , their day to day work in the fields and 

at home are captured very well in his Batik works. Figures dominate the space on the cloth, the figures of 

women are very much influenced from local   folk art forms of Nakashi or Kalamkari with  their  stylised  

bodies,  features   and decorative design  patterns,  whereas   men are often  shown  as farmers  who toil in  the 

sun. Their  burnt brown skin, sharp eyes and sharp chin, pointed noses are very much prominent features in 

the figures painted by Yasala Balaiah [8] “Fig.8,9”. 
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Fig.8 Y.Balaiah, women at Work and Bathukamma festival 
 

 
Fig.9 Y.Balaiah, Discussion among three women of Telangana 

 

The composition  of women  toiling in  the fields and indulging in household  chores,  farmers in  the fields 

and potters at work, is a glimpse of what comes out of the visual story telling  of a culture truly based in its 

soil in these art works on fabric. Much to the viewers‟ delight one can also see how he manages beautifully 

the play of wax space, its crackle effort and the colour combinations. The crackle effects give way to an 

illusion that there is so much happening in the composition. This may have been done deliberately to add an 

aesthetic appeal to the visual story. 

 
Paintings like “Shakuntala” Mirror Lady”, “Lambadies”, “Methukuseema‟, are a few very interesting works 

that have  the  intricate  crackle  effect  hence  giving  the  composition  an  illusion  of  lines.  

“Fig.10,11”.Involving elements like trees, mountains, birds and animals, the story telling takes an interesting 

turn   with paintings like 

„Geetha Parishrama‟, „woman at work‟, „Bathukamma‟ where 

 
women become central to the cultural ethos.   „Shepherd from the field „ and „Nagali‟ are examples where one 

can  see how beautifully Balaiah   plays with  the composition, breaking the space with  lines and elements 

and colour while glorifying the common man in their daily chores full of hard labour. The decorative element 

of the crackle effect is definitely what makes his compositions very „Batik‟. 

 

 

 
 
 
Fig.10 Y.Balaiah, Shakuntala and Home ward 

 
Fig.11 Y.Balaiah, To the Field and Geetha Parishrama. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
The art of Batik has indeed travelled a long journey with its innumerable variants and forms. The art form is 

nevertheless, still popular as a fabric  with high aesthetic values and through some artists has reached a higher 

level.  Through  Balaiah‟s  and  other  artists  paintings,  one  can  see  the  medium‟s  various  possibilities  

and  its contemporary relevance. However many more efforts are needed to preserve and propogate this 

traditional art‟s significance and beauty to the coming generations. 
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